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A

fter what seemed like months of planning
and a few days with Reading U3A, our
seven Japanese guests arrived in the middle of
May to glorious weather with Fetcham in full
bloom, something they would remember
forever. Their aim was to learn the secrets of
Fetcham’s success with a view to setting up
U3As in Japan.

Friday began with John explaining how to trace
their ancestors and find their way around London. In the afternoon the meeting at St Mary’s
church hall

They began with talks with Bryan on art and
music, Penny on the book club plus a special
haiku for the day, Alan on alpine plants and
Lesley on the links
between Japanese painters and the Impressionists. They were so interested in alpine
plants that a special viewing had to be arranged
for the next morning. Marilyn and
Margaret impressed them with our
painting skills and they really enjoyed Diana’s
magnificent lunch. Polesden was the next stop
with Mary’s guided tour
ending with Jo’s wine tasting and the privilege
of hearing a few bars from Ernie on his Yamaha
organ.

attracted more than 60 members to hear about
Yokohama, to view the Fetcham geishas in
their kimonos and to enjoy the paintings and
poems of severely disabled Tomihiro Toshino,
assisted by Penny.
Then after a quick scene change, members
enthusiastically tried the calligraphy, origami,
box making and a cup of green tea. The afternoon ended with a guided tour of St Mary’s
church. After this hectic schedule our guests
departed for a few days in London, full of praise
for Fetcham’s hospitality before continuing their
visit with Wokingham U3A. Now we are planning the return visit to Japan in the October.
Tony
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Chairman’s Column

T

his is the last time I shall
write as Chairman of
Fetcham U3A. The three years
have passed surprisingly quickly
and the job has been very satisfying, but in accordance with our constitution it is time to step down at the November AGM
and make way for a new face. In Tennyson’s perceptive words “the old order changeth yielding place
to new lest one good custom should corrupt the
world". Yes organisations need to change, though
this is not to suggest that Fetcham departs from its
proven formula of success. However I would be the
first to agree that there is always room for improvement with more members involved and more
activities and interest groups created.
During my time as chairman I have been
privileged to have a very effective and creative
committee that works well together. Additionally I
have been fortunate in having great people working
behind the scenes setting up the monthly meetings,
organising tea and raffles, looking after welfare and
producing the newsletter and website. These
people have been indispensable to the smooth running of the U3A and its friendly reputation. The
group leaders are also one of Fetcham’s great
strengths and the fact that we have more than 70
groups bears witness to their dedication and enthusiasm. I wish to thank everyone for their contributions to Fetcham’s success and for making my job
that much easier.
The past three years have been busy. It has been
a period of continued growth that saw the enrolment
of our five hundredth member. Our fifth and the
U3A’s 25th anniversaries were celebrated in style
and Fetcham took its first steps towards internationalisation by hosting a Japanese group this year.
The diversity of our social and visits programme
continues to impress with the holidays, dances and
quizzes well supported. All these activities have
won Fetcham an enviable reputation which I am
sure will be sustained in the future.
I wish the new Chairman success and as much fun
in the job as I have had.
Tony

Should any member, associate or full, change
postal or email address can they please
advise our membership secretary
(Kathy)
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2009 Talks at the Monthly Meetings
Monthly meetings are held on Tuesdays at 2.30 pm
in St Mary’s Church Hall, off The Ridgeway

24 November

*AGM
Surrey Air Ambulance
(note the AGM is to be held in Yehudi Menuhin Hall)

26 January 2010

A history of Punch and Judy

Ken Dalston

23 February

Passports, Assassins, Traitors and Spies

Martin Lloyd

23 March

Lambeth Palace and People

Joan Cottle

27 April

My 30 Years at Court (as a Wimbledon umpire)

Janet Jones

*Associate Members will be welcome at the AGM

Other Local Events - contact Winnie
8 December

Christmas Party

St Mary’s Church Hall, 2.00 - 5.00pm

6 March 2010

Quiz Night

Old Barn Hall, 7.00pm

Outings and Visits - contact Winnie
5/6 December

Visit to Thursford, Norfolk

26 March 2010

Dutch Towns and Waterways on the Lady Anne - 7 day trip

Prize Word Search

T E N
L L A
M O T

How many words of four letters and more can you make from the letters
shown.
In making a word, each letter can only be used once unless it appears twice
whereby it can be used twice. (ie the letters “T” and “L” appear twice so can be
used twice in making a word)
Each word MUST contain the central letter “L”.

There will be a prize of a bottle of sparkling wine for the person with the most words.
Entries should be sent to Bryan and must be received by the end of
December 2009. The winner will be presented with the prize at the January meeting. Should there be a tie
then a winning entry will be drawn out.
Answers to last edition’s crossword - see page 15.

If quizzes are quizzical, what are tests?
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Active and Proposed Groups and Their Leaders
Group
Alpine Gardening
Antiques & Collectables
Armchair London History (1)
Armchair London History (2)
Armchair Travel
Art Lectures
Art – Mixed Media (1)
Art – Mixed Media (2)
Art - Mixed Media (3)
Art Appreciation
Aviation & Technology
Ballroom Dancing
Book Club (1)
Book Club (2)
Birds in Surrey
Bridge for Improvers
Bridge
Canasta
Carbon Rationing Action
Card Craft
Card Craft (2)
Cardboard Model Making
Computing
Cookery
Cooking for Men (Beginners)
Creative Writing
Current & Social Affairs
Digital Photography
English Literature
Explore London Walking (1)
Explore London Walking (2)
Explore London Walking (3)
Explore London Walking (4)
Explore London Walking (5)
Explore London Walking (6)
Family History (1)
Family History (2)
French Conversation (1)
French Conversation (2)
Fitness & Fun (1)
Fitness & Fun (2)
Fitness & Fun (3)
German Conversation
Hand Knitting
Industrial Heritage
Italian for Beginners

Leader
Alan
Marilyn
Geoff
Geoff
Jackie
Leslie - Bryan
Margaret
Janet
NEW LEADER REQUIRED
Jenny
Lawrence
Enid
Penny
Liz
NEW LEADER REQUIRED
David
Trevor
Genie
NEW LEADER REQUIRED
Jan
Jenny
NEW LEADER REQUIRED
Tony
Diana
Linda
Edwina
Alfred
Larry
Barbara
Linda
Tony & Joan
Rosemary
Vivienne
Geoff
Geoff
John
Maureen
Anna
Lesley
Enid
Enid
Enid
Tom
Val
Ian
NEW LEADER REQUIRED

Jazz Appreciation

Roy

Jewellery & Accessories
Line Dancing Beginners
Line Dancing Improvers
Local History
Mah Jong
Music Appreciation (1)
Needlework (1)

Brenda
NEW LEADER REQUIRED
NEW LEADER REQUIRED
Lynsaye
Margaret
Bryan & Penny
Genie

Needlework (2)
Outings & Theatre Visits

NEW LEADER REQUIRED
Sheila

Parchment Craft

Genie

Telephone

Meeting
3rd Monday at 14.30
3rd Wednesday at 14.30
2nd Thursday at 10.00
3rd Friday at 14.30
2nd Monday at 14.30
Contact Bryan for details
Alternate Thursdays at 10.30
1st & 3rd Tuesdays at 14.00

V
F
V
F
V
V
F
F

4th Wednesday at 14.00
2nd Wednesday at 14.00
2nd Thursday at 14.00
1st Wednesday at 14.00
3rd Tuesday at 14.00

F
F
V
F
F

1st & 3rd Thursdays at 14.00
2nd & 4th Thursdays at 10.00
2nd Monday at 19.30

V
V
V

Contact Jan for details
Contact Jenny for details

F
V

As advertised
2nd Tuesday at 12.00

3rd Monday at 10.00

V
F
F
V
V
V
V
F
F
F
F
V
F
F
V
V
F
V
F
V
V
V
V

1st Wednesday at 19.30
Contact Brenda for details

F

To be arranged
2nd Tuesday at 14.30
2nd Monday at 19.30
4th Monday at 14.30
1st Monday at 09.45
4th Monday at 09.45
1st Tuesday at 09.45
1st Thursay at 09.30
4th Wednesday at 09.45
3rd Wednesday at 09.45
4th Thursday at 14.30
3rd Tuesday at 14.30
1st & 3rd Mondays at 14.30
1st & 3rd Tuesdays at 14.30
Fridays at 09.30
Mondays at 09.30
Fridays at 11.00
Contact Tom for details

1st Tuesday at 10.00
2nd & 4th Thursdays at 14.30
2nd Wednesday at 19.45
2nd & 4th Fridays at 10.00
Various times and dates

457879 Alternate Thursdays at 10.00

V

F
V
F
F
A
V
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Active and Proposed Groups and Their Leaders (cont)
Play Reading
Scrabble For Fun
Scrabble For Fun (2)
Singles Dining
Spanish Conversation
Sunday Lunch Club (1)
Sunday Lunch Club (2)
Stamping & Paper Craft
Vegetarian/Vegan Cookery
Walking (1)
Walking (2)
Walking (3)
Whist
Wine Appreciation (1)
Wine Appreciation (2)
Wine Appreciation (3)

Barbara
Janet
Jane
Genie
Anna
Geoff
Geoff
Kathy
Anita
Jo & Ernie
Keith & Frances
Pat
NEW LEADER REQUIRED
Jo & Ernie
Geoff
Chris & Rosemary

2nd Wednesday at 14.00

2nd Tuesday at 19.45

F
F
F

Wine Appreciation (4)
Wine Appreciation (5)
Wine Appreciation (6)
Wine Appreciation (7)
World Civilisations

Bob & David
Bob and Madeline
Kathy
Mary
Roger & Gail

2nd Wednesday at 20.00
1st Thursday at 14.30
Contact Kathy
2nd Thursday at 19.30
2nd Tuesday at 16.00

F
F
F
F
V

rd

3 Wednesday at 19.30
1st Wednesday at 14.30
Contact Genie for details
2nd & 4th Mondays at 14.30
1st Sunday at 12.00
3rd Sunday at 12.00
Contact Kathy for details
Contact Anita for details
4th Thursday morning
3rd Monday morning at 09.30
2nd Wednesday at 09.30
3rd Tuesday at 14.30
rd

3 Tuesday at 14.30

F
F
F
F
V
F
F
V
V
F
V
V

Abbreviations: F = Full, P = Proposed, V = Vacancies
Would group leaders please keep Enid informed of any changes to the information given above.
To join a group or proposed group please contact the group leader or speak to Enid, Groups Co-ordinator.
To suggest new ideas for groups speak to Enid, Groups Co-ordinator.
Full and Associate Members have equal rights to join a group, but Associate Members cannot as a rule
attend the monthly meetings. If any Associate Member wishes to attend a particular monthly meeting
please contact Kathy.

There are vacancies in the following groups at Bookham U3A. Contact Christine at Bookham for information:
Art Appreciation 3, Basic Cookery, Woodwork & Home Maintenance, Cycling, Poetry, Family History, History Classic Period, Mah-Jong, Listening to Music, History of Music, Opera 2, Sessions for Songsters Phoenix Group
Concert Party, Sunday Lunch, Table Tennis & Badminton, Easy Rambling.

Know Your London History? - Armchair London History 1 & 2

(Answers on page 10)

The questions:a)
Who was “the blind beak of Bow Street“?
b)
Which famous institution was founded over cups of coffee in Tower Street?
c)
What nationality was the founder of the Peabody Trust?
d)
Which engineer designed a London bridge to cross the Thames in one span?
e)
Who were the Robin Redbreasts?
f)
Which famous author’s father was held in Marshalsea Prison?
g)
Under which building can you visit part of the amphitheatre of Roman Londinium?
h)
By what name is the Shaftesbury Memorial better known?
Answers to these and many other interesting questions have been discovered by members of the Armchair London
History Groups at their monthly meetings. The subjects for study are decided in advance and one or two members of
the group undertake to do some study and introduce their subject at the next meeting. Other group members are
encouraged to do some research as well so that they can contribute to the discussions. Thus we all learn together in
true U3A style.
Relief of the poor; Bridges over the Thames; Law and order; Lloyds of London; Getting about London’s streets and
Childcare in London - we have already researched the history of these topics and there are many others we have in
mind to look into. If you would like to learn more about the fascinating history of our capital city by joining one of our
two groups contact Geoff. One group meets in the morning of the second Thursday in the month and another group
meets in the afternoon of the third Friday.
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Active and Proposed Groups Information
Just to remind you how to join a Group -

W

e have 80 Active and Proposed Groups. An up-to-date list is published in each Newsletter, and updated monthly
copies are on view at the monthly meetings.

If a Group has a ‘V’ for Vacancy against it, just contact the Group Leader direct to join the Group. If the Group has a ‘F’
for Full there will be a green “Waiting List“ card set up and will be on view at each monthly meeting for you to add your
name. Alternatively you can contact Enid to ask her to add your name to the relevant list. The purpose of this “Waiting
List“ card is so the Group Leader can absorb you into the Group if a vacancy occurs or alternatively when there are
enough names we will set up a new Group with a new Group Leader.
The Proposed New Groups are detailed on a White Card, These are new proposals. But again if you are interested add
your name in the same way as for the “Waiting List“ cards. If you would like to propose a New Group, we will be happy
to discuss this and set up a White Card for members to consider. Of course we are always looking for Group Leaders
for new Groups
New Groups recently set up Walking Group 3 - this walk will take place the second Wednesday of each month.
Walking Group 1 on a Thursday is Full, but Group 2, meeting every third Monday, has vacancies.
These local walks are in and around our beautiful countryside, approx 4 miles in length with a pub lunch or drink at the
end of the walk.
Wine Appreciation Group 7 has now started, meeting every second Thursday evening. Look at the Monthly Groups
sheet to see if there any vacancies, or add your name to the waiting list for Group 8
Groups to be set up in the near future Cookery for Men (Full)
Antiques and Collectables
Art & Mixed Media
The 3 “Gentle Movement” Groups have changed their name to “Fitness and Fun“. All the Group members feel this is
more appropriate as they keep fit but have a lot of fun as well!
There are some vacancies in all 3 Groups Please contact Enid if you would like to join.

Mary

Music Appreciation 1

O

ur summer season started with an evening of Keyboard instruments, the clavichord,
harpsichord, organ and piano. Yes I know there are more but we just had these. Carl
Philipp Emanuel Bach and his father Johann Sebastian Bach, Henry Purcell, Sweelink,
Chopin and Beethoven. What a divine mixture. The clavichord was made for people who
wanted to advance to organ playing, to practice on. The harpischord was the forerunner to
the piano and even the piano went through several stages before it became the instrument
we know today. The early pianos had fewer keys which is why Mozart music has very little of the base notes.
They didn’t exist in his day. They started to become popular during the time of Beethoven.
As this is the 200th/250th anniversary of the deaths of Joseph Haydn and George Frideric Handel respectively
we had an evening celebrating their music. As a great Mozart fan I was surprised when I learned that my
favourite Cello concerto was not written by Mozart but by Joseph Haydn, then I discovered that Haydn and
Mozart were friends (even though there was a large age difference) and worked on pieces together. So, who
is to say that Mozart did not help to write or at least influence Haydn on this piece?
Handel wrote so many great pieces that it was more difficult to decide what not to play, anyway we went for
pieces from his Coronation works, Water music and the Hallelujah chorus. We also had a couple of pieces
on DVD. Daniel Barenboim conducting the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra playing Haydn’s Sinfonia Concerto
for Oboe, Bassoon, Violin and Cello. Our Handel piece was the combined orchestras of the Age of the
Enlightenment and the Frieburg Baroque Orchestra (with ancient instruments) playing the Concerto a due
cori.
Our next evening was a bring your own and tell us why you like the piece. These are great evenings as the
choice of music exceeds all expectations.
Contd
Why is Abbreviation such a long word?
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Our final evening this term was one of orchestral music and operatic arias. It is quite enlightening when one
hears certain pieces and one thinks what TV programme has this as its intro. Or which film uses it. We had
the theme from Hitchcock films, Funeral March of a Marione by Gounod. The Cavalry overture by Suppe,
played at the Royal Tournament, the William Tell Overture, (Hi Ho, Silver etc), Sibelius’ Intermezzo which
introduced the radio program ‘This Week’ and too many pieces to mention which are used in advertisements
on the TV. A great four months.
I thank my members for all of their hard work in preparing these sessions.
Bryan and Penny

Digital Photography - The First Year

T

he group has made a very encouraging start
after its formation in July 2008. We have
approximately 50 members and have a regular
attendance of 30+ at our bi-monthly meetings. We
have covered a wide range of topics largely chosen
by the group members (who have completed questionnaires and held discussions about what they
want to cover). We have included the basics of
using a digital camera, doing more than just pointing and shooting on “auto”, explanations of the
various possible camera settings and when they
should be used, down-loading, storing and filing
images, enhancing and improving images, presenting images in a wide range of formats and printing.
We have included tips on equipment and materials
and how to use the various commercial services
and the cost of various ways of doing things. We
have tried to cater for beginners and more experienced digital photographers and we have self-help
sessions as well as talks and practical demonstrations. Shows of photographs taken by members
have become an important part of the meetings.
As the year progressed we started to arrange outings to offer opportunities to members to work in
small groups on particular photographic subjects,
the aim being to discuss the best ways of spotting
good subjects and taking the best pictures. The first
two outings were to London, taking in an exhibition
of digital photographs at Somerset House as well as
various assignments, and to the RHS gardens at
Wisley: a complete contrast to the London trip! The
results of the visits were shown at the end of year
meeting in July before our summer break.
The culmination of the year was a competition in
July (not too serious!) for all members and it was a

great evening with a large number of entries. We
had three prizes. Tony C and Tony R acted as
judges and chose their own favourite displays and
the third prize was awarded as a result of all the
members voting for their individual favourites
(but not voting for their own!), and adding up the
resulting scores. The two Tonys were very complimentary about the quality of all the entries. The outcome was a very close call, but congratulations to
Sheila, Joan and Geoff. We will be showing the results in a display at the Fetcham U3A Annual General Meeting so look out for them then. As a
tempter, you might like to know that John’s panoramas of the Thames from Waterloo Bridge and
Covent Garden, shown above and below, are good
examples of the work of the group and show some
of the things we have learnt to do.

So what next? We are planning to look more at
composition – how to take a good photograph in the
first place – and also to look more at how to handle
and process (and display) photographs using your
home computer. We will also continue with self-help
sessions, where more experienced digital photographers offer practical help to those less experienced
or new to a digital camera.
Finally, I would like to thank my fellow members of
our organising group, Caryl, Christine and Bill without whom we would not have got off the ground or
held such well organised meetings. Also a special
mention for Ian who played a major part in setting
up the group in the early days before I took over,
but who has now left the planning group for personal reasons. We are now very lucky that Vivien
and John have agreed to join us.
Larry

Why are they called apartments when they are all stuck together?
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Digital Photography - New members and a group for beginners: if you are interested in digital photography and
would like to join the group you will be made welcome. Don’t worry if you feel that you are new to digital photography,
or only just thinking about buying a camera, we operate on a self-help basis and always try and start with the basics.
However, we also realise that some beginners may feel that they want to “catch up”, so we are planning to start a small
sub-group for those who want to learn the basics. This is also aimed at new U3A associate members who want to get
started with the group – but come to the main group as well! If you are interested in joining and/or being part of a new
sub-group for beginners please contact the group leader Larry via the usual Fetcham U3A web pages and
contact point.
Larry

Wine Appreciation 1

T

he Mafia came to Fetcham recently, bringing some Sicilian wines and befriending a
group member!! The props caused much laughter and the wines were quite good
too, particularly the sweet Marsala!
At other group tastings over the last few months, we have sampled some interesting and
varied Australian and Argentinian wines and also a rosé from Sir Cliff Richard’s vineyard
in Portugal. We enjoyed a lunch to which everyone contributed a dish, accompanied by
delicious wines from Alsace.
At one session, we were introduced to the International Wine Challenge, which takes place annually over a
two week period in April at the Barbican Centre in London. Apparently there were over 9,500 entries in 2009,
from 41 countries, and at least four sample bottles of each wine are submitted. A judge might taste up to 90
bottles a day!! We learnt that in 2009, France won the most gold medals (49) with Australia second with 43.
England received 24 medals overall, but only one gold - for the 2007 Camel Valley Bacchus (from Cornwall).
Now we are looking forward to the joint tasting in October with the other U3A wine groups where our speaker
will take us on a Mediterranean Cruise, sampling wines as we go!
Jo and Ernie

Explore London Walking 1

O

ur May outing took us to Richmond by bus (using our free bus passes).
Crossing the Thames at Richmond Bridge we walked to Marble Hill House
(sadly closed on Mondays) but with a very nice café where we had lunch. We
then walked into Twickenham and visited the Museum before amazing everyone with the Italian Water fountain in York House Gardens. Our next stop was
at the Orleans House Gallery and from there we crossed the Thames by ferry to
Ham House. Most of us found the house a bit gloomy but the necessary “cuppa” was the
reward. We then walked back to catch the bus into Kingston and back to Fetcham.
In June we went up to London Bridge Station and walked along the south bank towards Tower Bridge, had a
tour of City Hall and lunch in the café in the basement. We crossed over Tower Bridge and past the Tower of
London before visiting the Watermen’s and Lightermen’s Hall and a church en-route for the conducted tour
of Fishmongers Hall which was splendid - with a long history as befits one of the oldest Livery Companies and we saw the original portrait of Queen Elizabeth which was commissioned by the company from Anigonie
in 1963. Back over London Bridge to catch the train back to Leatherhead.
Linda

Jazz Appreciation

A

t our May meeting to illustrate how the same melody can be used to completely
different effect in the jazz idiom I played two versions each of seven tunes
covering wide variations of tempo and rhythm and finally instrumentation.

A large part of the June session was devoted to the work of Allan Ganley, British
drummer, arranger and composer who died suddenly just over a year ago. In 1952
he was in fact the best man at my wedding in Clapham Park but unfortunately after
being booked for the wedding he was given an opportunity to join a group who were
to play in the Festival gardens. The net result was that as soon as the ceremony in the church was over and
photos of the closest relatives had been taken, he had to leave in a car borrowed from his father. This broke
down immediately and Norman George (subsequently to become Susan George's father) and a fine jazz
saxophonist, took him to the gig and an uncle of mine took over the remainder of the best man's duties.
Contd
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Fortunately this was not a wasted opportunity as very shortly he became a member of Johnny Dankworth's
early group in 1953 and in between he became a wonderful arranger for, in particular, big bands and string
orchestras and vocalists, was house drummer at Ronnie Scott's for two years, and accompanied the cream
of American and British Jazz from Stan Getz to George Shearing. At the time of his death he was still working regularly with John Dankworth and Cleo Laine and is very much missed. Fortunately the various
members of his big band have now produced a CD of some of his finest works so that his very distinctive
style is not lost forever.
We decided to give July a miss but in August had a very wide range of CD's starting with Artie Shaw's
Clarinet Concerto, followed by an amazing French pianist called Michel Petrucciani who had a very rare
bone disease which meant that he had to be carried on and off stage and was so short the pedals on the
piano had to be specially extended for him. To hear him play it could have been someone in the class of
Oscar Peterson - unfortunately he died prematurely aged 35 - but not before he had recorded many albums.
Apart from this there were a few items with singers and just for contrast a group called The Classical Jazz
Quartet playing ‘Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring’ as never heard before!!
In most sessions I play a few tunes on the grand piano and occasionally play along with a record provided it
is in tune with the piano.
Some of those who originally started the group have had to opt out for many reasons and it may be possible
to accommodate those who would now wish to join the group.
Roy

Thursday Morning Walking 1

T

he past few months have found us enjoying bright, sunny mornings for our walks, without being too hot.
In June we walked from Hampton Court along the Thames towpath and back through Home Park, where
preparations for the Hampton Court Flower Show were well under way. Then in July our route took us
through Buckland, where we visited the interesting church, and back over Reigate Heath and we passed two
very different windmills along the way. Our August walk was from Ranmore, through the Denbies estate,
where we saw the James May’s two-storey Lego house nearing completion, then
on past Tanners Hatch Youth Hostel. This was a
slightly more challenging walk than some but we all
survived! Our walks before Christmas will be through
Albury Park, Ockley and Epsom Common.
By Buckland Church

James May’s Lego house
Jo & Ernie

Our Midsummer Outing

O

ur Midsummer Outing this year was a visit to Bristol,
with a boat trip taking in the floating harbour and the
peaceful, upper reaches of the River Avon. The beautiful,
aluminium and glass Amsterdam built boat was waiting for
us when we arrived, complete with a delicious
cold lunch ready to be eaten. The young, pleasant captain had a laid back
sense of humour and gave us a running commentary as we passed the replica Matthew (see picture), the boat Cabot sailed in from Bristol to
discover Asia, and the original cruise liner - SS Great Britain. No
balconies on that boat!
We had hoped to visit the Banksy exhibition at the Bristol Art Museum but, when
we arrived, the queues were too long and we had to abandon the idea. Shame, because it would
have given instant street cred to those grand-parents amongst us! Instead, we spent a couple of hours
exploring Bristol before boarding the coach for our homeward journey. Another successful and happy
day.
Winnie
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Explore London Walking 4

A

t our annual gettogether it was agreed
that we should continue our
practice of taking a summer
outing into the wider world.
Thus it was that at 11.30am
on the 6 August we presented ourselves to the
Canterbury Cathedral
Reception to meet Nan, our Guide for the next hour and
a half. Spellbinding might be an adequate description for
the flow of jokes, tall stories and history with which she
regaled us. She is clearly in love with her subject and I
feel gave us points of reference so that we could reflect
afterwards on the sheer wonder of the place, when her
descriptions were not at the front of our thoughts.

We passed into the Western Crypt where Becket’s tomb
was originally sited. It is very sombre and is believed to
be the site of numerous miracles. Next was the Jesus
Chapel with an elaborate painted ceiling and an early
window depicting the Madonna and Child, and the
Crucifixion. St Gabriel’s Chapel was interesting in that it
contains 11thC sculptures and wall paintings. A large
section of the chapel had been bricked up by the Monks
and thus escaped the attention of the Cromwellians. It
was only reopened in 1956. At the tomb of the Black
Knight we saw his armour surmounted by replicas of his
accoutrements. At some stage a pair of boxer shorts
were displayed alongside and remained for weeks
before they were noticed by the Authorities.

One of her anecdotes related to the early construction
period when the then Archbishop was concerned at the
number of pagan figures (little green men) inserted by
the masons. He communicated his concern to the Pope
who replied that he should pay no heed and they will go
away…but they didn’t as she pointed out to us with
delight.

From the cloisters we were shown the room where
Margaret Thatcher and François Mitterand signed the
Treaty for the Construction of the Channel Tunnel in
1986. Also with French interest is the Huguenot Chapel.
This was given over by Elizabeth I to aid the Protestant
minorities from both France and Belgium. Services are
still held in French every Sunday. Unfortunately time ran
out and we did not see it on this occasion as it is generally locked.

Passing through the nave we saw the marble font,
presented in 1639 and reputedly smashed by Oliver
Cromwell’s boys in 1643. Fortunately the pieces were
hidden and then repaired. In the west wall is a magnificent window containing 13 portraits of Christ’s forebears
(12thC). Midway, on the northern side of the nave is the
point at which Thomas à Becket was murdered in 1170.
There is a simple, modern altar surmounted by a cruciform sculpture of swords. It was here that Pope John
Paul II and Archbishop Runcie worshipped together in
1982.

After bidding farewell to our delightful guide we went off
in search of food which we found at the Old Brewery,
part of Michael Caine’s empire. We enlivened the
proceedings by moving around the large, heavy table to
avoid the overhead sun but wherever it was moved, the
sun shone on Catherine Hall. She was thus treated with
great respect by the waiter and we had a very pleasant
and relaxed lunch. In summary I think we all enjoyed
Canterbury which was interesting, comfortable and made
very accessible by the excellent Park and Ride.
Geoff

Know Your London History? - The answers:a) The “blind beak of Bow Street” was John Fielding, brother of the novelist Henry Fielding who was also the first
magistrate to be appointed to a newly-established court in Bow Street in 1748. It was said of the blind magistrate
that he could recognise by their voices those miscreants who appeared before him regularly.
b) Lloyds of London, the great insurance institution, was formed by a group of business men who regularly met in a
coffee house in Tower Street. The coffee house was run by Edward Lloyd and the date was around 1688.
c) George Peabody was prominent in the campaign for social housing for the poor of London. The Trust which he
established still exists to maintain and run housing (the Peabody Buildings) which currently provides homes for very
many disadvantaged families of London. George was a citizen of the USA who arrived in London on business in
1837. He donated 2.5 million dollars for his housing projects.
d) Thomas Telford designed a replacement for the existing London Bridge which would cross the Thames in one huge
span of 600 feet. Preliminary work began on site in 1800 but the scheme failed for reasons of finance and land
ownership. A new bridge was then built to the design of John Rennie.
e) The “Robin Redbreasts” was a name given to the Bow Street Runners who were established by Henry Fielding in
1749 to track down and arrest criminals. In this duty they were the precursors of an organised police force.
Originally only six in number, they got their name from the colour of their uniforms.
f) John Dickens was committed to Marshalsea Prison for debt and he remained there for some years. He was visited
by his son Charles who recorded what life was like for “gentlemen debtors” in his novel “Little Dorritt”. However,
life in prison was very different for London’s indigent poor who were without friends of influence. John was, in
time, discharged after he paid off his debts out of a fortuitous legacy.
g) It was known that Londinium had one of the largest amphitheatres in the Roman Empire but its location was
unknown until a corner of it was uncovered when the basement of the new Guildhall Art Gallery was being
excavated in 1988. The exposed portion of the amphitheatre was conserved and opened for the public to see when
visiting the Art Gallery.
h) The Earl of Shaftesbury was an important benefactor and social reformer in the nineteenth century with particular
interest in schooling and housing. His memorial is in Piccadilly Circus and it is more commonly known as the Statue
of Eros.
Geoff
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377 St Cyrille Street

M

r Glandfield’s talk at the August meeting about
the war days sent my mind reeling back to
1939 when I was six years old.

The local Rotary Club forged a plan with their Canadian colleagues to safeguard British children. My
parents felt that a ‘short’ parting was preferable to
having their two girls facing a German invasion.
Armed with minute details, including photographs, of
a family in Windsor Ontario my sister Pat and I set
off from Southampton on the Duchess of Athione
with hundreds more children of like minded parents.
We were entrusted to the care of many Wrens and I
have no recollection of being in any way concerned.
Everyone on board, especially the crew members,
were exceptionally kind and caring and we children
were in very good spirits. I had to forego the camaraderie of the dormitory as my sea sickness became
so acute I was taken to the hospital wing. I can feel
the cool, clean white sheets to this day and was
pleased to relax in calm isolation. The voyage took
about a week. On the last day I was able to go up
on deck with all the others full of excitement to see
‘The Statue of Liberty’. An English 6 year old could
see nothing to rave about in that slimy green, rather
small lady, standing in the bay!
The ship docked at Montreal where we boarded
trains for Ontario. There was a big fuss with adults
rushing hither and thither. Pat (aged 8), on whom I
totally relied for my happy acceptance of everything,

started to sob uncontrollably. I was shattered, absolutely unable to imagine what on earth could have
caused such distress. It transpired that there was an
outbreak of chicken pox in Windsor. We were no
longer going to the family we felt we knew so well we had presents in our suitcases carefully labelled
with the name of both parents and each of their
three children. Poor Pat had taken to heart all the
details our parents had meticulously spelt out for her
and the whole picture was being destroyed. We
were diverted back to Quebec City where Rotarians
had agreed to take the stranded refugees. Pat,
much to my relief, was persuaded that all would be
fine and our parents would soon know all about the
change of plan. We were told our new home would
be with a Mr Pettigrew.
In Quebec a beautiful lady took us gently by the
hand and led us to a waiting car. We had to go over
the wonderful Quebec Bridge. Never was a child so
disappointed as I was that day when we drove along
a flat road through the centre of the bridge. I was
expecting to drive precariously up and down the
spectacular shapes for which the bridge is so
admired.
We stopped outside a lovely white house with a
grand stairway to the front door and a large veranda
all around - 377 St Cyrille Street - where we were to
spend the next four and a half years.
But that’s another story!

Brenda

We would be delighted to hear from any member who would like to share their memories of this time.

Wine Appreciation 4

W

ith a group of 14 active members we have had an enjoyable summer
meeting from the earlier 7pm to benefit from the light and warmth. We
tasted Sauvignon Blanc worldwide from Majestic, recommending a Blenheim
Lawson Dry Hills (Marlborough NZ) for £8 and a Beitane from France for £5.
Despite the threatening weather we enjoyed a barbeque under a gazebo with
members bringing various dishes and favourite wine for a meal. On another
occasion Chilean Wine was also enjoyed in the garden, particularly recommended from Tesco a Nogales (Leyda Valley) Sauvignon Blanc for £7.50 and
from Sainsbury a Palo Alto Cabernet Sauvignon for £5.00.

In September 16 members and friends from Wine Groups 1, 2 and 4 enjoyed a day out at Chapel Down
Vineyard in Tenterden Kent. Departing in a minibus from Lower Shott, we enjoyed a very informative guided
tour of the vineyard and bottling plant, tasting 6 wines, lunch in the on-site restaurant in the Chef’s Room,
wine purchases, before returning home around 5pm.
The group has meetings arranged up to Christmas, including a presentation by Heather Dougherty (Red
White and Rosé) in October for all seven Wine Groups (arranged by Groups 4 , 5 and 6) at St Mary’s Hall
entitled “A Mediterranean Cruise”. Wines were sampled at various “ports of call” of Morocco, Spain, Corsica,
Sicily, Santorini and Lebanon.
Bob and David
Why is there a light in the fridge and not in the freezer?
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Outings and Travel (Bookham and Fetcham U3A) with Sheila

I

look back at summer and remember in particular two much enjoyed visits we made in the Cotswolds and certainly recommend to anyone visiting this lovely part of England.

The National Herb Centre (near Salisbury), was an education and a delight to us all. Gardeners, country
lovers and cooks all made discoveries on our guided tour (and most returned with ‘souvenirs’ to grow at
home). We also recommend the excellent home cooked food on offer in their Bistro!
At Rousham Park (near Woodstock) we stepped back into a cocooned past - not often found now - when we
were taken on a tour of the Cottrell-Dormers’ home to discover an amazing collection of articles of all
descriptions which they have amassed over many centuries of owning the house (fortunately no-one has had
a clear out!). Their estate is famous for the design work of William Kent in the 18th century - also having
escaped alteration. Visits in the house are only available for pre-arranged groups, but the landscaped park
and attractive gardens are open to anyone over 15 years of age - you need to take your own picnic, as they
do not provide refreshments.
Travel plans for 2010 include a further week’s stay in Slovenia next May. Our group’s visit this year was so
enjoyed (and talked about afterwards) that it seems a good idea to offer another opportunity for more of us
to discover this lovely area together. Please contact me as soon as possible to get more details.
Details of our proposed tour of Apulia (southern Italy) next September should be available by the time you
are reading this. It is always vital to reserve accommodation for a group early (especially single rooms), so
please let me know if you are likely to join the party travelling to discover another really interesting region.
Lots of members tell us about the cruises they have enjoyed, and as a result of particular recommendations
I am looking into the idea of a group of us booking on a Voyages of Discovery journey (with excellent
Lectures) to the Baltics next year. Register your interest NOW if this idea appeals.
Theatre Matinees include:
Wednesday 18th November at Woking - Matthew Bourne’s ballet version of DORIAN GRAY
Wednesday 20th January at London Palladium - SISTER ACT
Saturday 6th February at National Theatre - EVERY GOOD BOY DESERVES FAVOUR
And (date to be announced) new Alan Bennett play - THE HABBIT OF ART
Wednesday 3rd March DAY OUT by coach with guide for an update on London’s Olympic sites.
For more details or to book contact Sheila. Cheques made payable to Bookham U3A

Card Craft 1

C

ard Group 1 is going from strength to strength. Not only have we
made wonderful cards from scratch but there was not a bought
embellishment in sight. Our Japanese visitors taught us how to make
wonderful boxes from recycled orange and milk boxes.
During the summer many of the group have been growing sunflowers. We
started with just two seeds each all from the same packet as this was
going to be a competition to see who could grow the tallest. They all started off on the kitchen window sills
but soon grew at such an alarming rate had to be transferred into larger pots and then into the garden. We
hope to have the results in the next newsletter.
We had a wonderful summer tea provided by Jan but the weather was against us. We were in and out like
little weather people but as we were enjoying the wonderful tea the weather did not matter one little bit.
A soon as September arrives, believe it or not, we start thinking of our Christmas cards. I am sure we will
have some wonderful designs to make, thanks to our group leader Jan.
Yvonne
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Aviation & Technology

A

pril saw the start of our outdoor activities when a number of the group went to see the Royal Berkshire
Aviation Museum at Woodley, Reading. Originally an airfield existed near this site where Miles Aircraft
established a factory to build their popular Hawk monoplanes in the 1930's. Over the years Miles expanded
their models to become Britain's most prolific aircraft designer, until 1947 when the company went bankrupt
and the assets were purchased by Handley Page, who built the Herald twin Dart turboprop. We saw two aircraft currently being restored, one of which, a Miles Martinet, was used for target towing, Maurice Smith from
our group actually flew as an observer during WW2, so showed a special interest. One gentleman who is
Involved in restoration work is over 80 years old - such is his enthusiasm! The compact museum has a good
display of exhibits both inside and outside which represents the history of aviation manufacture in Berkshire.
see: www.museumofberkshireaviation.co.uk
In May a few of us travelled the long drive to Kemble, Glos. where the Great
Vintage Flying Weekend took place. A collection of some 50-60 vintage light
aircraft parked in rows could be inspected close-up, signifying some of the
most popular and also rare unique British/foreign aircraft built in much earlier
years such as the Spartan Arrow and BA Swallow of 1930/1935 vintage. A
sprightly flying show featuring both vintage and classic aircraft took place later in the day, including a Hawker
Hunter from Delta Jets and concluded a memorable and interesting day.
June included a visit to the General Aviation Aero Expo Tradeshow at Booker Airfield, High Wycombe where
the latest aircraft models were featured statically, whilst the technology could be inspected at the various
exhibitors' stands held in two large hangars nearby.
A new innovation in July meant that a select number of the group took a local train to London to view the
Guild of Aviation Artists Exhibition of paintings at the Mall Gallery near to Trafalgar Square. A multifarious
selection of different aspects of aviation ranging from the earliest aircraft types flown by pioneers to the very
latest technology were depicted, as well as different geographical topography relating to the artists' desire to
portray scenes of either historical, civil or military significance. In all an interesting and worthwhile
experience.
Lawrence

Art Appreciation

D

uring the last 3 months the group has had some interesting outings - June saw several of us at the
Guildford House Art Gallery viewing an exhibition Silk Squalor and Scandal Hogarth’s London. Here we
saw Hogarth’s satirical prints of London life in the Rake’s Progress, the Harlot’s progress and Marriage a la
mode which gave us a lot of food for thought.
In July seven of us spent a day at the National Trust’s Ham House near Kingston. The house was built in
1610 for Sir Thomas Vavasour who was a Knight Marshall to King James 1. The property then passed to
William Murray a lifelong friend of Charles 1 who made some great alterations to the house. On his death the
property passed to his daughter Elizabeth, as he had no male heir. She inherited her father’s titles and
became the Countess of Dysart, then she married twice and on her second marriage she became the
Duchess of Lauderdale. During her time at the house she made great alterations. The paintings of which
there were many were very interesting and included works by John Constable, Joshua Reynolds, Peter Lely,
Anthony van Dyck and Godfrey Kneller, there was even a Titian miniature in the Green Closet. The time for
going round the house was reckoned to be 45 minutes but some of us took about 2 hours. The
gardens were also very interesting and we loved the Wilderness.
Then in August six of us went up to the Royal Academy to view the major exhibition of J W
Waterhouse who embraced a Pre Raphaelite taste for medievalism and poetry of
Shakespeare, Keats and Tennyson. Here we saw marvellous paintings of the Lady of
Shallot both before the mirror and after she had left the tower to go down to Camelot. There
were also magnificent paintings influenced by classical themes and also by Lawrence AlmaTadema’s scenes of Roman life.
Our next meeting in September will be at my house for a discussion and a video.

Jenny

Do married people live longer than single ones or does it only seem longer?
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Associate Members’ Meeting - 14th July

A

s you probably know 14th July is a French holiday for Bastille Day which celebrates the storming of the
prison in Paris and was a major event at the start of the French Revolution in 1789. We arranged a
meeting with a French theme with appropriate refreshments and a talk about the twinning arrangement
between Leatherhead and District and Triel sur Seine which is a town about 40 kilometres west of Paris.
(You will have noticed the twinning signs on major roads into Leatherhead.) We were privileged to have
Paula Hancock the chair of the twinning committee with us and she told us of how the twinning arrangement
had been initiated and how it was organised. Contacts had been made some years ago but the formal
arrangement has been in place for just five years. Anna, who is one of our members, gave a fascinating and
well illustrated talk about the history, culture and business activities of Triel. There is an outstanding church
and the town's position on the Seine is significant.
Paula had planned and led the recent exchange visit to Triel. Six of us from Fetcham U3A had gone in the
group of 45 or so and stayed for the weekend with a local family. She recounted, with a selection of illustrations, the various activities; a (sober!) visit to a wine cave, a World War II commemorative ceremony, a very
welcoming civic reception (the community put a lot of effort into this) and a guided tour of Emile Zola's house.
The Saturday evening was given over to a wonderful dinner dance in a hotel situated on the banks of the
Seine. The DJ played music which ranged from the twist, country and western and Viennese waltz! On
Sunday there was a visit to Paris with a memorable trip on the Seine and dinner in Monmartre.
We were most grateful to Geoff for sorting out the illustrations for the meeting and for working the laptop
presentation.
You can find out more about Triel and the twinning on Google and better still become a friend of the Triel
twinning for just £5 per household per year. Leatherhead will be hosting the exchange in May 2010 and if
you would like to be involved then please let me know.
David

Double French...Quelle horreur!
No, not two sessions of irregular verbs, but a double celebration of the French
Fête Nationale. After the Associate Members’ afternoon talk on Leatherhead's
twinning with Triel, both French conversation groups met in the evening for their
annual celebration of 'le quartorze juillet’. Good food and wine, quizzes with a
French flavour and even fireworks
Anna

Loud TV Background Music

T

he following is an extract from an article written by
Aisling Brosnahan for the RNID magazine
“oneinseven” July 2009 edition, which I have been given
permission by the Editor to reproduce.
“Earlier in the year, we asked you what you thought
about television access in the UK. We wanted to make
sure that we are campaigning on the issues that matter
to you the most. We received a fantastic response, with
more than 600 of you taking part in our survey.
“The UK provides more television access services than
anywhere else in the world, but we know that the situation is not perfect. Of those who responded, more than
half of you have stopped watching a programme
because of problems with subtitles. Likewise, the same
number have switched off because of intrusive background noise. This is unacceptable.
“Last year’s annual survey revealed a similar
picture. Three quarters of respondents said they had
used subtitles at some time to watch television and 83%
said background noise or music affected their ability to
hear speech on TV. We have a good relationship with
the main broadcasters and will be feeding the results of
our new survey back to them, but we need your help.

“Together, we must ensure the broadcasters are
fully aware of the importance of the issues facing
viewers with a hearing loss.
“Although the majority of respondents find background
noise and the quality of subtitles to be a problem, two
thirds of you have never complained directly to a broadcaster or Ofcom about it.
“RNID can tell broadcasters that people with a hearing
loss cannot always access their programmes – and we
do – but they need evidence. Informing broadcasters
exactly what the problems are and when they happen
can have a massive effect on how they provide their
service. You can find out how to make your feelings
known about particular programmes on our website –
visit www.rnid.org.uk/tvaccess - or you can call our Information Line for contact details of (Background noise on
television and how to get subtitles) RNID Information
Line 0808 808 0123 or 0808 808 9000.
“Over the next few weeks, we will be analysing the
results of this survey and looking at what still needs to be
done to ensure that people who are deaf or hard of
hearing are able to enjoy their favourite programmes.…”
Pam
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Answers to Cryptic Crossword in June 2009
Newsletter
O B S E
R
T
A B S U R
N
D
M Y S T I
I
R O T U N
A
E
I
B O S O M
T
B
L
E Y E
U
R E S

R V A N T
E
C
A S P
R
R
E
D
U
O U T E R
C
S
A
F
E S S E N S E
D A
C
T U M U L T
C
E
L
H A R D L Y
E
G
O
I L I E N T

As no entries were received by the closing date we
have decided in future to extend closing dates. (See
our Word Search on page 3.)

Surrey Network Study Days in 2010
20th November - Ken and Jon

From Mechanical Music to Mechanical Television - 150 years of Entertainment in the
home
12th February 2010 - Gowan Hewlett

The Operas of Puccini
th

12 March - Alan Green

Georgian Britain
16th April - Malcolm Haslett

The Caucasus
Friday 14th May - Dr Ian Friel

British Naval History from 1066 to 2003
Study days are held in the Menuhin Hall, commencing at 9.30am registration and finishing at
4.00pm. The cost including coffee/tea and biscuits
will be £10. Contact Sheila H for Booking Forms.

Family History 1

S

ince the last newsletter we have not held many
meetings but we have been to the National
Archives at Kew for more research activity. We
went by car as a group – but your intrepid reporter
has used his bus pass on three other occasions to
make the same journey - it takes twice as long but it
is free!!
Our group has lost a couple of members so we will
be taking two off the waiting list in October.
John

Rainbow Trust Children’s Charity
“Over the Rainbow”
RAINBOW TRUST CHILDREN’S
CHARITY might well truly be considered as one of our ‘local charities’ with a most splendid home – ‘RAINBOW
HOUSE’ - having been established in Eastwick
Drive, Bookham since 1990, and supported by
Headquarters in Cleeve Road, Leatherhead.
Indeed RAINBOW TRUST now proudly
celebrates twenty-five years of Care Services to
families in need.
The charity was set-up to help families of seriously ill children, and so it continues today to ‘be
there’, available for families with children experiencing a life threatening or terminal illness.
Mrs Cleary, the founder, was involved with families going through traumatic circumstances and
in 1986 whilst working with 30 families decided
her ‘care’ needed an organisation, thus it was
that RAINBOW TRUST came into being. Since
that time the charity has considerably expanded
and is now considered to be the leading organisation in its field, with two family respite centres,
each one accommodating six families at a time.
RAINBOW TRUST CHILDREN’S CHARITY’s vision
is that every family in the United Kingdom who
has a child with a life threatening or terminal
illness should have a RAINBOW carer alongside
them at such times of crisis. Care for each family
is tailored to meet their own particular individual needs and is both monitored and maintained for as long as they need it, sometimes this
can extend over a number of years. The support
offered to families is not limited, and does not
end with the unfortunate death of their child,
Families need bereavement support for months
and sometimes years following, and often contact with RAINBOW staff who knew the child
can be invaluable and appreciative support.
“People might think that you get over the death
of a child” one mother said, “the reality is that
hopefully, you merely find a way through.”
As possible parents or grandparents, we look
upon our children and grandchildren and can
surely say, “There by the Grace of God go they.”
For more information please contact the Trust
on www.rainbowtrust.org.uk or speak to
Neville West on 452707.
Why do Doctors call what they do 'practice'?
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Bob K
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Social Events

Winnie B
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Sheila P

Floor Manager

Bob B

Newsletter Editors

Judy O
John W

The committee meets on the 2nd Monday of the month.
If you have any items you would like to be discussed by the Committee
please contact the Secretary, Diana, in time to have it put on the agenda.

WHY?
Why does the sun lighten our hair, but darken our skin?
Why is 'abbreviated' such a long word?
Why is lemon juice made with artificial flavour, while dish washing liquid is made with real lemons?
Why isn’t there mouse flavoured cat food?
Who tastes dog food when it has a 'new & improved' flavour?
Why didn’t Noah swat those two mosquitoes?
Why don’t they make the whole plane out of the material used for the indestructible black box?
If con is the opposite of pro, is Congress the opposite of progress?
Why do they call the airport 'the terminal' if flying is so safe?
Items and articles for the next edition of the newsletter should be with the editors by 31 December 2009

